We review some of the recent developments which have enabled the heavy quark mass to be incorporated into both the calculation of the hard-scattering cross section and the PDFs. We compare and contrast some of the schemes that have been used in recent global PDF analyses, and look at issues that arise when these calculations are extended to NNLO.
Introduction
The production of heavy quarks in high energy processes has become an increasingly important * To appear in the proceedings of the Ringberg Workshop We review theoretical methods which have been advanced to improve existing QCD calculations of heavy quark production, and the impact on recent experimental results from HERA and the Tevatron.
The ACOT renormalization scheme provides a mechanism to incorporate the heavy quark mass into the theoretical calculation of heavy quark production both kinematically and dynamically.
In 1998 Collins [1] extended the factorization theorem to address the case of heavy quarks; this work provided the theoretical foundation that allows us to reliably compute heavy quark processes throughout the full kinematic realm. The key ingredient provided by the ACOT scheme is the subtraction term (SUB) which removes the double counting arising from the regions of phase space where the LO and NLO contributions overlap. Specically, the subtraction term is:
NLO DIS calculation
σ SU B represents a gluon emitted from a proton (f g ) which undergoes a collinear splitting to a heavy quark (P g→Q ) convoluted with the LO quark-boson scattering σ QV →Q . Here,
where P g→c (x) is the usual M S splitting kernel.
When do we need Heavy Quark PDFs
The novel ingredient in the above calculation is the inclusion of the heavy quark PDF contribution which resums logs of ln(µ 2 /m The DGLAP PDF evolution sums a nonperturbative innite tower of logs while the SUB contribution removes the perturbative single splitting component which is already included in the NLO contribution. Hence, at the PDF level the dierence between the heavy quark DGLAP evolved PDF f Q and the single-splitting perturbativef Q will indicate the contribution of the higher order logs which are resummed into the heavy quark PDF. Here, we shall nd it convenient to denef Q = f g ⊗P g→Q which represents the PDF of a heavy quark Q generated from a single perturbative splitting.
For µ ∼ m Q we see that f Q andf Q match quite closely, whereas f Q andf Q dier signicantly for µ values a few times m Q . While the details will depend on the specic process, in general we nd that for µ scales 3 to 5 times m Q the terms resummed by the heavy quark PDF can be signicant.
2. The ACOT Renormalization Scheme 2. 
This result is illustrated in Figure 3 where we compare the results of a NLO DIS heavy quark production calculation using massless and massive DGLAP evolution kernels. In Fig. 3a ) we see that while the choice of massive or massless kernels signicantly changes the individual LO and SU B contributions, the dierence LO−SU B which contributes to the total (T OT = LO − SU B + N LO) is minimal. This numerically veries that the choice of massive or massless evolution kernels is purely a scheme choice which has no physical content.
While we see this result demonstrated numerically in Figure 3 , the underlying reason for this result is closely related to the previous observations made regarding Figure 2 . The LO result is given by LO ∼ f Q ⊗ σ Q→Q and the subtraction term is given by SU B ∼ f g ⊗P g→Q ⊗ σ Q→Q . If we expand the DGLAP equation for f Q in the re-
We observe that while LO and SU B individually depend on the specic splitting kernels, the combination LO − SU B is insensitive to whether we use the massive or massless kernel. 3 While we have given a heuristic description of this reTherefore, we conclude that so long as the splitting kernels P a→b are matched between the DGLAP evolution and the denition of the subtractions (SUB), the choice of a massive or massless DGLAP evolution kernel was purely a choice of scheme and the physical results are invariant.
S-ACOT
In a complementary application, it was observed that the heavy quark mass could be set to zero in certain pieces of the hard scattering terms without any loss of accuracy. This modication of the ACOT scheme goes by the name Simplied-ACOT (S-ACOT) and can be summarized as follows.
S-ACOT: For hard-scattering processes with incoming heavy quarks or with internal onshell cuts on a heavy quark line, the heavy quark mass can be set to zero (m Q = 0) for these pieces. [3] If we consider the case of NLO DIS heavy quark production, this means we can set m Q = 0 for the LO terms (QV → Q) as this involves an incoming heavy quark, and we can set m Q = 0 for the SUB terms as this has an on-shell cut on an internal heavy quark line. Hence, the only contribution which requires calculation with m Q retained is the NLO gV → QQ process. 
ACOT-χ
In the conventional implementation of the heavy quark PDFs, we must rescale the Bjorken x variable as we have a massive parton in thenal state. The original rescaling procedure is to make the substitution x → x(1 + m 2 c /Q
2 ) which provides a kinematic penalty for producing the heavy charm quark in the nal state. [4] As the charm is pair-produced by the g → cc process, sult (in which we used some illustrative approximations), we emphasize the proof applies to all cases and does not require any such approximations. there are actually two charm quarks in the nal stateone which is observed in the semi-leptonic decay, and one which goes down the beam pipe with the proton remnants. Thus, the appropri-
ing is implemented in the ACOTχ scheme, for example. [5, 6, 7] The factor (1 + (2m c ) 2 /Q 2 ) represents a kinematic suppression factor which will suppress the charm process relative to the lighter quarks. 
Numerical Comparison
Having introduced the various theoretical issues which enter the calculation of the heavy quark process, we illustrate the numerical size of these choices for the case of DIS heavy quark production.
In Figure 5 we display the charm structure ACOT scheme, and CTEQ6M PDF using the zero-mass (ZM) M S scheme. We note the increased χ 2 for mixed schemes using CTEQ6M with the GM ACOT scheme, and the CTEQ6HQ with the ZM scheme.
tical results) provides some additional suppression in the region µ ∼ m Q . To this order, our best theoretical estimate of the true cross section would be either the ACOT-χ or equivalently S-
To see the eect of these dierent results in the context of a global t we display the results for the CTEQ6M and CTEQ6HQ PDFs sets in Table 1 .
Both the ts using a consistent application of the 
Schemes used for Global Analysis
The ACOT scheme and variants were used for the CTEQ series of global PDF ts. TR [22, 23] and ACOT type schemes. While these schemes may appear quite dierent at rst glance, they dier by higher-order terms which will be reduced as we increase the order of our perturbation theory.
In perturbation theory, we compute our observables to a xed order N in α S ; hence, we truncate the perturbation expansion at O(α Hence for scales µ < m H , the LO answer is zero and we expect large corrections to this result at NLO. For the TR scheme, a portion of the γg → QQ contribution is added; for µ < m H the full γg → QQ term is included, and for µ > m H the γg → QQ term frozen at µ = Q to avoid any diculty with large logarithms of the form ln(m H /µ). 5 Here, we dene the order of the calculation according to the power of α S ; thus LO is α 0 s , NLO is α 1 s , etc. 6 If we again look in the region µ < m H , 6 Note, in Figure 7 and in the discussion the diagrams an processes are schematic and illustrative. For examwe nd that while the ACOT scheme yielded zero at LO, it now obtains a nite result at NLO. For the TR scheme, in addition to the above terms, a portion of the γg → gQQ contribution is added; again, for µ > m H the γg → gQQ term is frozen at µ = Q to avoid any diculty with large logarithms.
As before, both the TR scheme and ACOT scheme formally agree at O(α hence, the relative dierence will be reduced. In general, the TR scheme achieves in practice the same highest asymptotic order as ACOT by some modeling of terms below Q 2 = m 2 Q which become (relatively) unimportant at high Q 2 . As ple, at NLO we include both γQ → Qg and γg → QQ as well as all the corresponding subtractions. For details see Refs. [22, 24] . The b-quark PDF x f b (x, Q) with NNLO matching conditions for 3 choices of x.
General Comparisons at Order
we move to higher order calculations, the dierences between these schemes will be reduced as they arise from uncalculated higher-order contributions.
NNLO and Beyond
Although NLO is the state-of-the-art for many calculations, improved experimental precision demands that we strive toward a NNLO accuracy. At NLO, the point µ = m Q is special because 7 Recall α S (µ) is also an unphysical theoretical construct; this has discontinuities across avor-thresholds at order Matching Point µ M : The value of µ where the N F + 1 scheme is dened in terms of the N F scheme by a relation of the form: f
Transition Point µ T : The value of µ where the user chooses to transition from the N F scheme to the N F + 1 scheme. The lower portion of Figure 9 illustrates how this might be implemented. The PDFs can be generated such that the N F scheme is available for all µ ≥ m N F . Thus, for µ = 5 GeV the user would have access to schemes with N F = {3, 4, 5} and can select the scheme by specifying N F in addition to {x, µ}. Therefore, the user could analyze their µ ∈ [2, 5] GeV data set consistently in a single N F = 4 scheme, and choose to transition to the N F = 5 scheme at a higher µ value to be specied by the user. We also observe that shifting the Matching Point from m Q to 2m Q does not suppress the heavy quark PDF as the logarithmic terms compensate for evolution between m Q and 2m Q .
Conclusions:
The computation of heavy quark production has historically been challenging both theoretically and experimentally. On the theoretical side, the heavy quark introduces an additional mass scale which complicates the calculations. On the experimental side, the data for heavy quark production has typically diered from the theoretical predictions by a signicant factor. Recent theoretical developments enable us to incorporate the heavy quark mass into the calculation both dynamically and kinematically. These calculations have been used to produce matched PDFs incorporating the full mass dependence. Updated analyses show improved agreement between data and theory for both HERA and Tevatron measurements.
Improved experimental precision will demand NNLO accuracy from the theoretical calculations, and this introduces a number of issues not present at the NLO order. There is progress underway on both the PDFs and the hard-scattering calculations, and this should ensure we are well prepared for the upcoming LHC data.
